Year End Term Test - 2017
Grade - 4
English Language

Name: __________________________
Grade: _________________________

Time: 1 1/2 hours

Answer all the questions.

1. Match

- a windy day
- a rainy day
- a sunny day
- a cloudy day

(08 marks)

2. Underline the correct word

- 01. airport, airport, eirport
- 02. harbour, habour, habaur
- 03. aeroplane, eroplane, aroplane
- 04. thandar, thunder, thander
- 05. rainbow, rainbo, rainbow
- 06. lunch, lanch, lanch

(12 marks)
13. Find and write

- school
- bus stop
- hospital
- pedestrian crossing

04. Write the correct word.

01. sun
02. tree
03. clouds
04. coat
05. hand
06. rice

Round, favourite, right, bright, tall,
dark, milk, engine, long, rain

07. driver
08. food
09. face
10. train

(8 marks)

(05) Select and write

01. The ball is .......... the table.
02. The cat is ..................... the chair.

03. The boy is ..................... the house.

04. The fish is ..................... the tank.

05. The bird is ..................... the roof.

in, on, near, under (10 marks)

6. Write the correct verb

01. We ......................... books.
02. The children ................ paper boats.
03. Palmyrah ................... in Jaffna.
04. Let's ....................... cricket.
05. I ......................... my face.
06. They ....................... at 5 o'clock.

make
grows
wash
get up
play
read (12 marks)
7. Arrange and write.
   01. like / I / pineapple
   02. rice / My mother / cooks
   03. Tea / in / grows / Nuwara Eliya
   04. breakfast / It's / time
   05. Let's/ play / to/ go

8. Match.
   01. The first month is
       captain
   02. We can sail boats on
       winter
   03. There is ice and snow in
       January
   04. My friend comes by
       rainy days
   05. This person sails a ship
       three wheeler

9. Circle the odd word.
   01. sky, sun, water, clouds
   02. hot, wet, dry, sea
   03. Vesak, March, Christmas, New year
   04. school, twenty, sixty five, fourteen
   05. Sunday, June, Friday, Tuesday

10. Answer these questions.
    01. What is your name?
    02. How old are you?
    03. Where do you live?
    04. What do you like?
    05. What is your hobby?